Won't you go around the history by 21 speed cycle with radio guidance?
Not sure may you are a frequent cycler or not, but may you are an average rider for leisure
we guess. But this is not a “rent a cycle” service! The main aim is to know about the
locations & general information about historical highlights and the residential environment.
However we’ve got a lot of reasons why you could ride a cycle through Istanbul City’s
Historical Peninsula with our regulations here under;
First of all, we are not in a hurry to complete the tour immediately, we will ride
in a safe way as easy as possible for beginner’s grade like and the finish time can exceed.
So our timing is flexible and we enjoy the tour with frequent photo breaks
and/or to drink-eat, may smoke on the route.
During the tour we will just visit the highlights and other significant places
from their outside, where the aim of the tour is introducing you more highlights and their
locations in the very concentrated (near to each other places) historical peninsula than in
regular tours by walking or even driving. Because we won’t have got some problems and
obstacles as like parking or waiting for late attendees in these tours.
We pick up you from your hotel’s lobby usually at 09:30 o’clock AM
We begin with the tour in the closest neighborhood from your hotel (where
we’ll take the bicycles from a van at the car park or similar place).
Our bicycles are new and perfect suiting especially to ladies with their easy
shape to use with eventually a skirt also, as like for everyone with 21 speed gear as usually
they are easy to handle with their at grips controlled shifting mechanism, comfortable seat,
usually front and rear alloy brakes, regular bell, safety reflectors at 26 inches wheels, port
carrier behind your seat and a mesh metal basket in the front on the handlebar for your
lightweight items.
You will be introduced all about the environment and historical, commercial,
residential highlights in a panoramic way by radio which is given personally to you.
You will be also given a helmet, pair of knee, elbow, wrist protectors, and
bicycle gloves; a lock and baby/little kid carrier extra hired from you (look for prices below).
You’ll carefully lock your given bicycle’s according numbered lock and it is your
responsibility not to lose your lock’s key(s) when you should leave or stand your bicycle
anywhere as like as it is your responsibility not to break the security of your given bicycle.
Please bring suiting sport or equaling shoes rather w. caoutchouc-rubber
bottom. Don’t forget, it is your responsibility to ride your cycle safely according to the
introduced accident preventing precautions, international and/or regional traffic rules
(mentioned from your guide for local regulations before tour begin). We don’t take further
responsibility. But we’ve got a basic first aid kit together with us for your simple scratchesinjuries may be able to happen.

You can take your small items as like as thermos cans (but be aware about hot
drinks will may leak & may cause serious injury), bottled water-beverages, sandwiches,
maps, handbags, cameras etc. with you practically putting them into the basket in front of
your bicycle (better you don’t load yourself heavily) up to 2 kg.
You won’t change your numbered given bicycle and equipment items during
the tour.
Even though you can take your kids up to 22kg. together with you fixed with a
safety seat mounted at the carrying port behind your cycle, price for each seat/bicycle a
tour is equal to US$10.- or €7.50
Minimum age of participants is 14 years to ride with better safety of their own,
by riding a 26 inch wheel cycle and due to the environmental conditions in the crowded
city. For kids between 14 and 18 years old you pay 10% off the regular adults’ price.
We will drive mostly on suiting sidewalks, where we can get some very nice
sightseeing panoramas, but sometimes in reverse direction and can confront with lots of
pedestrians also. So we will yield pedestrians, traffic rules or traffic police’s advises, stop
at red lights and red signs very carefully.
At crossroads or in cases of non suitable conditions, we will absolutely jump
off from the cycle with the guide’s announcement over radio and/or by sign and walk with
the cycle in the hand. Please be carefully always to keep your gravity balance with your
cycle in hand or by riding at any time for your own responsibility, for your maximum safety.
If there will be a defect, a tire blowout or an emergency, so let first know the
guide by pressing your radio’s PTT and introduce the guide of what the matter is.
In that case we fix your defect, look for an immediately solution in emergency
cases and everyone at the tour will wait kindly until the problem, issue is solved.
If you don’t feel so good to drive, introduce us before the tour begins. If
someone will become ill during the tour, so this participant will go back or leave the group
by herself/himself. In case of an emergency we just can call the emergency ambulance over
local emergency “#112”, but we don’t take any further responsibility or contract any service
except of tour requirements.
Participants should never exceed safety/traffic regulations; speed limits or
drive with acrobatic moves, never make some unexpected jokes to someone to any of
participants by radio or in other behavior, should never make discussions or high
tensioned dialogs, and though may hitting actions with residential people or to each other
in the group.
Our equipment is maintained on a frequent basis and is always in ideal
working condition for maximum reliability and easy, comfortably handling. Tours have
been guided only by licensed Tour Guides professionally and they carry cell phones to
handle any situation as mentioned above.

If there’s an accidentally or aimed defect on the bicycle or any given
equipment or the bicycle and its equipment is stolen, who is given these items and the
bicycle will pay the repair and/or stolen costs or a new of the defected item its price from
the pre-given amount (€100.-) from the customer as deposit, according to the deposit
equipments list.
We as “exploristanbulbycycle.com” managing people and tour guide can’t be
held responsible for any injuries or due to inconvenient road conditions, not properly use
and mishandle of the bicycle or other equipment, changing or bad, unsuitable weather
conditions they will occur during or at the begin of the tour.
Actually we don’t do bicycle tours at rainy, inconvenient weather conditions
like extreme windy days or at strong storms. If there will occur any of these mentioned
condition(s) during the tour, may the tour can be paused until it goes better with these
conditions or the Tour Guide can end the tour for the whole day without a responsibility to
been blamed or been asked for repayment.
If you make a reservation earlier at least then 30 days ago from your booked
date of your tour, you can save up to 10% off the regular price just descending from the
adult’s regular price for each adult person who is elder then 18 years.
People, who are participating at the tour, pay in cash the total amount of
desired tour before the tour begins and ”have been agreed to all of these conditions
noticed above without any further discussions”. It is the participant’s responsibility to read
through carefully and noticeable these regulations and conditions before the tour begins.
The payment of the agreed tour amount describes the agreement of these regulations
above. You can become a pay bill (invoice) by e-mail or printed out in to your hand at the
meeting at the lobby. In discussed or non agreed conditions are “The Istanbul Courts” in
charge of appliance of law and its further legal responsibilities.
The IBAN information for transactions:
(Mr. Abdullah ER, Bank Kuveyt Turk) in EURO€:
“TR32 0020 5000 0067 4278 3001 03”
The IBAN# for transactions (Mr. Abdullah ER, Bank Kuveyt Turk) in US$:
“TR05 0020 5000 0067 4278 3001 04”
The IBAN# for transactions (Mr. Abdullah ER, Bank Kuveyt Turk) in GBP£:
“TR75 0020 5000 0067 4278 3001 05”
We will expect you with lot of pleasure for your exploration in the time of your visit by
cycle.
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